Marine’s role questioned by SIU students

By John Schrag
Staff Writer

Thomas Jurgens stood with a group of friends in front of the Student Center Monday afternoon and held up sign that said “186 U.S. Marines killed. I hope it’s worth it. Protect them or pull them out.”

“Won’t you join us?” he called to a young woman who stared at the group before she turned her head and walked away. “It could have been your brother or could have been your own boyfriend who was killed,” Jurgens said and his friends are trying to get people to question the role of the U.S. troops stationed in Lebanon after the attack which killed at least 186 U.S. Marines and sailors in Beirut Sunday.

“A few of us got together and decided that we had to do something,” he said. “There are too many apathetic people around here wondering around in their own little world. All we’re trying to do is get people to realize that it was Americans who died over there. We want them to ask why.”

Although the group said it primarily working to increase awareness, most of the young men said they think the remaining troops in Lebanon should be brought home.

“We want people to be aware that Americans are over there dying for no reason,” said Rick Kanzler, a junior in history. “And we want them to know that we don’t want another Vietnam.”

Chuck Hicklin, also a junior in history, agreed with Kanzler that American military involvement in the Middle East could escalate as it did in Indochina during the 1960s.

“The government may not have learned anything in Vietnam,” he said, “but the American people did.”

Kanzler said the group will be back at the north end of the Student Center Tuesday. He said they will urge people to wear black armbands in memory of the dead American servicemen, as requested by the SIU Veterans Association.

One member of the Veterans club, Robert Toussaint, joined the call for a withdrawal of troops.

“Think they should be pulled out,” said Toussaint, who spent four years in the Marines.

“It’s just an act of aggression, a badass, a junior in marketing, said that the
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Search for casualties goes on

BEIRUT (AP) — One by one, the bodies of American Marines were towed from the rubble of the Marine post, Monday, pulling the toll to at least 186.

President Reagan has declared this week a week of mourning for the servicemen as requested by the SIU Veterans Association.

The Undergraduate Student Organization endorsed the week of mourning, "in the wake of such an event, believe that more over we must show sympathy and support for the families who have lost loved ones,” said Stephanie Jackson, USO vice president.

Marine families await news.
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At least 23 French paratroopers also were killed in a similar, almost simultaneous attack at their command post, one mile from the Marine bate.

French President Francois Mitterrand unexpectedly paid a personal visit to Beirut Monday stopping by both sites.

There have been no official U.S. suggestions that those countries were behind bombings. Syria’s government newspaper described it instead as a blow by Lebanese nationalists against ‘occupation forces.’

An anonymous telephone caller had claimed responsibility for the names of the “Islamic Revolutionary Movement,” an unrecognized group.

At Beirut International Airport, near the dust-damaged rubble of the Marine post, command spokesman Maj. Robert Jordan told reporters: “There’s nobody alive in there now. No, it would be a miracle.”

Earlier Monday, when the death toll stood at 86, officials estimated 75 wounded were evacuated to U.S. military hospitals in Europe.

New stories emerged of the horror of the first minutes after the explosion.

One survivor, Marine, Robert Calbouny, 21, of San Antonio, Texas, who was on the roof of the four-story building when it collapsed, knocking him unconscious.

When he awoke, he told reporters: “I got up and my friend Joe was with me and he was trapped. I unbarred him. We got up...and we heard about a thousand people, it seemed like, screaming ‘Help me! God help me!’”

In the U.S. capital Monday, House Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill said Congress is “going to have a complete review of why we’re there and whether it is worthwhile to keep our kids there for diplomatic reasons.”

But Reagan, at a White House news conference, said the Marine’s role “The mission remains and A remains un-

Veterans club to mourn dead

By Bruce Kirkham
Staff Writer

The SIU-C Veterans Association is asking the SIU-C student body, faculty and the large number of U.S. servicemen who lost their lives in the bombing of Marines’ headquarters in Beirut Sunday.

The Veterans Association has declared this to be a week of mourning for the dead and wounded, according to Kevin C. Jans, president of the association. Jans made the request at a Monday press conference at the Student Center.

Jans said the action by the Veterans Association is in no way intended as a political statement, but only to show sympathy “for our brothers who have died while serving our country overseas in Lebanon.”

“We are doing this with the realization that this can happen anytime,” he said.

The United States has served the United States. Our sympathy goes out to the loved ones left here in America while they wait to find out how their Marine is doing,” he said.

The Veterans Association will set up a table in the north end of the Student Center

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday to give out arm bands and provide information on further actions by the association.

Jans said the Veterans Association would probably send sympathy cards to families of men from Illinois killed in the attack.

The Undergraduate Student Organization endorsed the week of mourning. “In the wake of such an event, believe that more over we must show sympathy and support for the families who have lost loved ones,” said Stephanie Jackson, USO vice president.
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By Jennifer Phillips  
Staff Writer

Two guards stabbed by an inmate Saturday at the U.S. Penitentiary in Marion were reported to remain in "satisfactory condition." Monday night prison officials said the FBI continued their investigation of the stabbing, which left two other guards dead.

Jerry Powsley, 35, and Roger Ditterline, 30, were hospitalized with chest wounds after an inmate they were escorting to a cell attacked them at 5:30 p.m. and killed a third guard. Robert L. Striffler, according to the dean, public relations officer, had a stab wound to the chest.

In a separate incident at 10:15 a.m. Saturday, Merle E. Clutts, 51, a senior staff member, was stabbed by an inmate with a homemade knife as he escorted the inmate back to his cell.

There was no apparent connection between the two stabbings, Leech said, although the possibility has not been ruled out. Both inmates were confined and turned over to the SBI.

He said Monday there were no new developments about either case.

According to FBI Agent Dean Pawsley, investigation of the stabbings will continue until enough information can be obtained from U.S. Attorney for the Southern District, who will decide whether to file charges against the two inmates and, if so, what charge.

The FBI was not sure it could attend to the cases for the first time until at least the end of the week," he said, adding that the names of the inmates will not be released from the FBI.

Pawsley had confided on possible motives for the stabbings. Leech said Saturday there were "several suspects" involved in the incidents, but would not elaborate.

Powsley and Ditterline were in satisfactory condition Monday, according to Leech. Although he declined to say which hospital they were in, a spokesman for Marion Memorial Hospital, said all calls about the two guards were to be referred to the prison.

Cluts, from Cobden, had worked as a guard at Marion since 1964, when the penitentiary replaced Alcatraz as the toughest federal prison in the country. Hoffman, from Buncombe, had twice been a special ward as a guard with the penitentiary. Pawsley and Ditterline both joined the staff as guards about three years ago.

Family members about the two hospitalized guards was not released out of consideration for the families, Leech said.

Cluts and Hoffman were the second and third guards to be killed in the prison's history, according to Leech.

By Paula J. Finlay  
Staff Writer

Although the City Council has had a change of heart since the annual Halloween street bash, others in the community have not.

The council endorsed the celebration for the first time this year by dubbing the event the annual Halloween street bash, others in the community have not.
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"This is not a religious con- cern," the alternative was designed to "get people to do something about it," Jerry Bryant said.

Bryant, of Jesus Solid Rock Community, a religious group working to bring the Resurrection Band, a con- tentious religious rock band, to Carbondale Friday and Saturday nights as part of the alternative bash, said the group has talked to inmate managers about the idea and is getting the inmates together to do something about it. "They really want to do it," Bryant said. The group will have "as much of a presence as they can speak out of their own souls to the church," he said.
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fulfilled.” He said the bombing was “a horrifying reminder of the type of enemy we face in many areas of the world today — vicious, cowardly and ruthless.”

As he spoke, more than 300 fresh Marines from Camp Lejeune, N.C., were on their way to Beirut to replace their dead and wounded comrades, who were part of a multinational force tasked with the crippled Lebanon peacekeeping force. As the Marines arrived, they were greeted by the embattled Lebanese government’s efforts to reassert control over this strife-torn nation.

Lebanese President Amin Gemayel told his Cabinet that, despite the bombings, he remained determined to continue a scheduled reconciliation conference Oct. 19 outlining a political role for the International War Crimes Tribunal, next Monday, the Lebanese state radio reported. Gemayel told his Cabinet that, "French post." "We are taking stock of the type of enemy we face in many areas of the world today — vicious, cowardly and ruthless." The crowd remained determined to continue the peacekeeping mission despite the bombings, he said.

The daybreak attack on the Marines, most of whom were sleeping at the time, was made by the driver of an explosive-laden pickup truck who crashed through and swerved around security barriers at the airport. He dashed his truck into the lobby of the command post building and detonated the estimated one ton of TNT. The bombing at the French post, in west Beirut's seaside Ramlet el-Baida district, was staged in a similar fashion.

Three of those accidents involving bicycles reported to Schemonia said there is no security by members of the University community. "It's not a peacekeeping mission at all," Burns, a junior Marine, said. "It is going to be a war, and we should get out." Not everyone in the group, however, felt that the Marines should come home. Martin Burns, wearing a black armband, said he stood with the group to mourn the deaths of the American soldiers. "I don't think we should just walk out and chalk up their deaths to nothing," said Burns, a junior Marine. "We should return to the Marine site, where he paid his respects to the American dead as bodies were loaded aboard aircraft for eventual return to the United States. The French president then returned to Paris.

Two options were reported under consideration in Washington for bolstering the Marines' position, stationing the Marines on offshore ships when they are not on duty or expanding the territory controlled by the Marines to enable them to widen their security belt.
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Letters

An unpleasant encounter

The media and James Watt; bleeding hearts and liberals

In reference to Bogdan Medrek's letter of Oct. 15 regarding liberals con­
cerning Obama and Mr. Watt's "Foot in Mouth Disease," I
in volumes of the Wilderness Society's "Watt Book." Here,
ecology, land-use management,
expanding the wilderness,
and natural areas preservation
explain the ramifications of Mr.
Mr. Watt's policies as steward of
our nation's federal lands.
Mr. Medrek states, "As usual,
the liberals refrained from
that he would "tear them down
wherever he saw them."
Fairly certain that the
First Amendment was still in the
Bill of Rights. I expressed my
disagreement that he and others like
him were unable to tolerate opposing
viewpoints. He replied with a
brutal, erroneous rationale
for these flyers, "If these
are libel, I suppose
I have a libel case."
So much for dialogue. I
must admit, though, my reply did
get to the point and was one of my
most articulate arguments I've
ever heard from an anti-nuclear
activist. And while I do
appreciate his honesty by telling
the overexposed into the sun,
I feel it's a shame that the
individual had to resort to fascist
tactics.

Perhaps this activism was
frustrated by the bankruptcy of
ideas that permeates the
nuclear freeze movement:
Perhaps he felt trapped inside
his doctrinaire cocoon.
Whatever the excuse, such
pettifogging behavior is grossly out
of place on a campus uniquely
where no facts are
shorn and the right to express
it is to be respected.

Gary L.
Prange, graduate, Political Science.

BAC claims allocations were suspicious

There are usually two sides
to every story. Here are the facts.

In the wake of the Black Affairs
Council's claims with regard to
unequal representation in
housing, most of the claims last
year, there appear to be three:
that of the USO, the BAC and
Robert Smale, inadequate student
representation in geography. Thanks to some
second attempts to give the
point across, it was made.

Not only did Brodie attack the
BAC as being greedy and
using students for his own
benefit, he also criticized many
of the USO's and BAC's positions.
Second attempt to give the
point across, it was made.

But the point of the story is that
the BAC was last year's fee
allocations process was at least
per cent.

The "circumstances
surrounding last year's fee
allocations process was at least
suspicious.

The BAC suffered a 21 percent
decrease in funding from Fiscal
Year 1983, though funding bill
ratification showed that all
organizations should have been
prepared to face a decrease
in funding, received an increase in
funding — some as much as 20 percent
or more.

The BAC is the only Priority
Organization on that received a
decrease in funding of that
magnitude. All other priority
organizations except the Student
Programming Council, an
unanimous increase in funding.
SCC successful at a fee
allocation funding or received
other extrabudget funds.
SPP

percent. In reality the reduction
was 21.6 percent, not the 21.1
percent we originally
claimed.

The BAC is the only Priority
Organization that has never
received a consistent level of
funding or funding increases.
You are probably tired of the
word prejudicial, but the fact is,
even in 1983, as in progressive
an organization as SUC, is
progressive on an area as Southern
Illinois, it still happens.

As for our tactics, we did not
shout up the rules; we simply
played the game. The J-O-R
Governance which ruled in our
favor was appointed by the
same USO which we filed
charges against.

"Politics" News, Coordinator,
Black Affairs Council.
The U.N. at 38

is it closer to peace goal?

OCTOBER 24 is celebrated every year as United Nations Day. Leading world statesmen of this generation, of course, speak of peace, stability and progress, which the United Nations was supposed to bring us. About this need for peace there is little debate among leading leaders of good will. The problem: is it closer than 38 years ago?

The crisis in Lebanon and the Afghanistan stalemate have amply demonstrated a lack of consensus on even underlying theories of peace. This points to the need for world government, a world forum for judgment. So where is the world in regard to this 38th year of the United Nations?

HOWEVER, reflection on our world today, which animosities and competitive economic, nationalist and racial interests among nations of the world leads to the conclusion that peace is no longer a realistic goal of the degree of stability in international relations is both feasible and inevitable.

The United Nations Conference on International Organization convened at San Francisco in 1945 and completed its work with the adoption of the Charter and Statute of the International Court of Justice on June 26 of that year.

The need for peace there is little debate. The problem is in seeking agreement on the route to peace.

AS OF JULY 1982 the United Nations, set up the U.N. in 1945, now has 155 member nations. The membership was 51. The nations who joined up in its charter originally agreed upon three major goals. In today's context, the first goal is interpreted as being a dedication to the building of conditions that will allow for peaceful and friendly relations among the people of the world. The United Nations seeks to provide formal machinery for the settlement of international conflicts; the United Nations is dedicated to the establishment of a program of cooperation by which all its members can work together to lift the suffering of any member victimized by aggression. The United Nations has established machinery whereby diplomatic, economic and social activities may be imposed upon nation-states which have violated treaty commitments. War is now a threat to the general peace.

SOME MEMBERS look upon the U.N. as a permanent international conference. Others see it as a struggle against a "world institution. For many who feel a need for an effective international forum for the whole complex of political, social, legal, economic and military problems, it is a mechanism to bring a slow but inevitably to a better and brighter time.

Those holding this point of view have come to compare the United Nations to a giant iceberg, only a scant amount of which is visible. The part that can be seen is likened to the political disagreement that will inevitably increase with attention. The submerged base compares the American human rights, health, humanitarian, educational, social and economic activities, carried on in a large part through the specialized agencies of the United Nations. The United Nations is both a moral idea and an extended institution of government.

The 20th Century is a period of Nationalism and has become intensified at the very time when, it is said, "all the peoples yearn for progress beyond nationalism to the world, without a leader and admittedly vague - community of mankind." Since United Nations demands have been raised to look at our world, not through the narrow nationalism emotions, but perceived "in color and form" of the best international of this reality is the common membership in the United Nations. An increasingly rich, rich and poor, equipped with advantages in the environment less developed countries, societies, resources and others not.
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Families await news of Marine relatives

By the Associated Press

The sounds of grief across America on Monday were car doors slamming and doorbells ringing as Marine officers and Navy chaplains called at the homes of families who lost sons and brothers and fathers in the weekend bombing in Beirut.

The relatives of servicemen who had been killed reacted in anger and anguish after the visits by chaplains and other officers who personally bore the sorrowful news.

But in some homes, the laughter of relief broke the tension when families heard their loved ones were safe. Shirley Erickson's son called her in Westland, Mich., to let her know he was safe. Wayne Barber of Chandler, Ariz., got a similar call from his brother.

Katie Morrison of Poughkeepsie, N.Y., recognized her son, conscious but being with her son, his breathing strained as he was carried on a stretcher, out of the building moments after the explosion.

The Associated Press photograph man in Poughkeepsie, N.Y., recognized Barker of their loved one. Barker was one of the Marines killed in the blast.

Other families, however, waited to hear as names of the victims slowly trickled out Monday afternoon. Some prayed. Some tried to keep busy. All tried not to listen to the dreaded slam of the car door or knock at the front door.

"I've been working around the house, cleaning up and trying to keep busy," Harold Montgomery, an Austin, Texas, band officer said. "We sort of figure no news is good news."

Marine officials told frantic families calling Washington that they would be notified only in cases of death or injury; there would be no official announcements about Marines who were unhurt.

Officers and chaplains were typically working 12-hour shifts to bring the news of dead servicemen. Immediate reactions varied.

The sounds of grief across the country included a tone of anger and sorrowful news.

But he and three other Marines helped carry a wounded man from the bombed building.

Rose and Bennie Harris of Woonsocket, R.I., saw their son on a stretcher on television. Later he called them. "He sounded good, very good," Mrs. Harris said, her voice choking.

Sandra Robinson of Windsor, Vt., heard unofficially through a Red Cross hotline that her son was safe.
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Genesis album is a dull effort

By Terry Levecke
Entertainment Editor

Genesis has released a new album, "What." The LP doesn't sound anything like the group's previous LPS, and it has a few good tunes on it, but the band doesn't offer anything of great substance.

The group does incorporate a new sound on this album, however. Instead of trumpets, like "abacab," a high-pitched, resonated synthesizer sound characteristic of Euro-synth groups that have emerged this year is intermingled in several songs.

The LP examines life in different facets of society in songs like "Illegal Alien," "Just a Job to Do," and "It's Gonna Get Better." But no Phil Collins-oriented work would be complete without a few songs about love on the rocks ("That's All") and love gone by ("Taking it All Too Hard"). How's your love life Phil?

The first cut, "Moma" has an eerie synthesizer introduction backed up with a strong, steady 4/4 beat. The song, as the rest of the side, is dominated by Collins' vocals. Side one is McGuiness by Collins so much that it sounds like an extended Genesis LP for Collins' solo efforts.

"Home by the Sea." the last song of the side, offers the only instrumental section on the side, which consists of a heavy electro-drumsynth jam that kicks the album into gear.

Even though the band has explored several different instruments in its past few LPS, it maintains a tonality and style of playing that yields a definite Genesis sound, which is rekindled on "Home by the Sea."

On side two the group takes what it started on "Home by the Sea" and gives the listener a different, less symphonic vision of Phil Collins music. It offers a different sound and vocal style.

The side opens with the best song on the album, "Illegal Alien." It is an upbeat, happy song about a serious social problem that is explored from the minority's point of view.

"Silver Rainbow" offers some humorous lyrics about a fantasy place that can only be reached through love (or lust): "if you're sitting there beside her, with your arms you hold close, and you're wondering just how far she'll let you go, you haven't been there either. But if you're sitting there beside her and a bear comes in the room, and you keep on going cu\ you're unaware, then you know that you are there."

This is one band that has gone through a tremendous evolution since its first U.S. release, "Foxtrot," in 1979. Their old work isn't even comparable to their new stuff. And being an old Genesis fan, its hard to accept the new stuff, although I grow to like "Duke" and "abacab."

This album is growing on me but it's ever so slowly a take-it- or-leave-it LP.

---

Auditions set for two plays

Auditions for the Calippe Stage productions of "William and Mary" and "Bridgeport Bus" will be held from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Thursday. The performances will be billed together, and are scheduled for Dec. 8 and 9. Two women and two men are needed for "William and Mary," a humorous story by Roald Dahl about a widow who discovers that parts of her late husband are still alive. The story was adapted for the stage by Adam Fugelson, senior in speech, communication, who will also direct it.

Three women are needed for "Bridgeport Bus," which explores the life of Mary Agnes Keeley, a 35-year-old virgin and her rather "strained" mother-daughter relationship.

The story is by Maureen Howard and was adapted and will be directed by Keith Hoerner, senior in speech communication.

Prepared audition pieces are not needed. If you would like to audition, but can't make it at the specified times, contact the directors at 403-2291.

'Soldier Songs' to be sung in recital

A collection of "Soldier Songs" depicting youth wasted by war's brutality been highlighted at a recital by baritone David N. Williams at 8 p.m. Tuesday, in Shryck Auditorium. Hughes Welsgall's "Soldier Songs" are based on poems written by several poets during World War I and II. The musical style mirrors the irony of the texts.

Other pieces to be featured in the performance include four songs by Brahms in honor of the 150th anniversary of his birth. Williams will perform a piece from Wagner, in celebration of the 100th anniversary of Wagner's death.

Williams received a bachelor's degree in music from Western Kentucky State University and a master's in voice from Wichita State University.

Before coming to SIU-C, Williams served in the Peace Corps, sang with the Central City Opera in Colorado, soloed with various symphony orchestras, and taught at the University of Alaska and Idaho State University.

Williams will be accompanied by his wife, Candace. She has a master's in music performance and attended the American Institute of Musical Studies in Graz, Australia. She currently works as a coach-accompanist and teacher, and continues her studies in piano with Kent Werner at SIU-C.

TONIGHT

8pm Student Center Ballroom D
Laugh with New York's "Catch a Rising Star" Professional Comedian Bill Scheft, along with you fellow student comedians.

FREE • FREE • FREE • FREE

COMEDY UNION
Date: November 7, 1983
Time: 8:00 PM
Place: Ballroom "D" Student Center
Free Admission
For more information, call 536-2383

CATCH A RISING STAR ON TOUR SPONSORED BY SPC CENTER PROGRAMMING & LITE BEER FROM MILLER EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.
Flying Salukis sweep region contest

The Flying Salukis soared past flying teams from five Midwest colleges to win the 1983 Region Eight Intercollegiate Flying Association championships at Indiana State University.

The championships were held Oct. 13 to 15. The win qualifies the team for the National Intercollegiate Flying Association competition next spring in Colorado Springs. The Flying Salukis have been national champions for five of the last seven years.

The 15-member flying team won regional championships in flying and ground events, tallying 233 points. Runner-up was the University of Illinois with 81 points.

Leading pointmaker for SIU-C was Timothy J. Haviland of Antioch with 81. Haviland took the top male pilot awards and broke an SIU-C record he has earned more points and trophies than any other Flying Saluki in the history of the club.

Haviland was also the recipient of the Scott Perry Memorial Award, a monetary award presented to an outstanding flier on a team in the regional competition. It honors SIU-C's 1983 national team captain, who was killed in an airplane crash in 1981 as he was leaving the regional contest.

Thirteen of the Flying Salukis earned points during the competition, said Coach Tom Tanner of Ursa.

A new event this year, the student instructor competition, was won by Davette ("Dee") Tanner of Ursa.

Hearing requested for suspect

By Jennifer Phillips
Staff Writer

Ten months after he was charged with the beating death of a Carbondale woman and determined unfit to stand trial, Daniel J. Dervartanian remains in Chester Mental Health Center awaiting word on whether the murder charges will be dropped and he will be committed to a state institution.

Jackson County State's Attorney John Clemens requested the civil commitment hearing Friday during a mental fitness hearing in Jackson County Circuit Court. Clemens also requested that, if Dervartanian is committed to the Illinois Department of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, the murder charges be dropped with the option to reinstate them if he ever becomes mentally fit.

The hearing, for which no date has been set, will be held in Randolph County Circuit Court. Jackson County Associate Circuit Judge David Watt reserved ruling on dismissal of the murder charge until after the hearing but said he would probably rule in favor of it.

Dervartanian, 32, was arrested Dec. 16, 1982 after Carbondale police found Mary S. Nation, 32, beaten to death with a clothes iron. Bond was set at $1 million. Officials called his release from mental institutionalization a month before the murder "a grave mistake."

Dervartanian was committed Nov. 3, 1981, according to Carbondale police, after trying to commit suicide by placing his head on a railroad track. He was released by one Alexander County Circuit Court Nov. 16, 1982. Because the court had failed to review his case within a statutory time limit of 180 days.

He was found unfit on Jan. 10 to stand trial for Nation's murder and taken to Chester to undergo psychiatric treatment. Hearings have been held every 30 days to determine his progress.

Under state law, it must be shown within a year from time the defendant was said to be unfit that the defendant shows a likelihood or probability of regaining his fitness to stand trial.

In a written report admitted in court Friday, Dervartanian's doctor said he no longer thought Dervartanian would become fit within the one year period.
Health and Fitness Guide

PHYSICAL FITNESS

Aerobics Sessions 2 will meet from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays, Nov. 1 to 17. Those interested may register in person until Monday at the Recreation Center Information Desk.

A three-on-three wheelchair basketball tournament will be held by Recreation for Special Populations from 7 to 9 p.m. Nov. 5, 10 and 17. Registration is being held until Nov. 2 at the Information Desk.

A clinic on knot-tying will be held at 7 p.m. Nov. 3 at the Recreation Center Climbing Wall.

MIND-BODY SPIRIT

Fertility Awareness section 2 meets from 3 to 5 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in Kenwar 206. Those interested may call the Wellness Center at 536-4441 to register.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

MEETINGS TUESDAYS: Pi Sigma Epsilon, professional co-educational fraternity specializing in marketing, selling and sales management, 7 p.m., Lawson 121; Gay and Lesbian People’s Union, 6 to 8 p.m., Iroquois Room, and The Psychology Club, 7:30 p.m., Activity Room A.

BLACKS IN Engineering and Allied Technology will begin training for the Halloween fest booth at 6 p.m. Tuesday in the Mississippi Room.

BLACKS INTERESTED in Business will meet at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Thebes Room. Pictures will be taken for the yearbook.

STUDENTS in the College of Communications and Fine Arts may express complaints and ideas to the senators at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Communications 167.

A WORKSHOP on procrastination will be held by Career Counseling from 1 to 2 p.m. Tuesday in Woody Hall B-142.

A PARENTS panel on special needs children will be sponsored by Women’s Services at 3 p.m. Wednesday in Quigley Lounge.

Puzzle answers

THE GREAT TUESDAY MASSACRE

PRESENTS

BUD LIGHT

BUD LIGHT QUEST FOR THE BEST HOT LEGS

$2.00 Drafts

$1.00 Quart Drafts

75¢ Speedrails

MTV ROCK VIDEOS

HAVE YOU GOT A PAIR OF HOT LEGS FOR US?

So you think you’ve got a nice set of legs. Sleek and sexy, or strong and muscular. Perhaps skinny as a toothpick, but rare anymore. Now Bud Light is proud to give you the chance to bring out your best legs and win a prize for them. In the QUEST FOR THE BEST Hot Legs, male or female.

Don’t miss the Bud Light QUEST FOR THE BEST Hot Legs. All you need to bring in the best set of legs you’ve got.

THE MAD DOG WILL TAKE ENTRIES FROM THE FIRST TEN MALE AND FEMALE-contestants, SO DON’T BE LATE, AND DON’T FORGET TO WEAR YOUR SHORTS!

TUESDAY’S WINNERS QUALIFY FOR THE HOT LEGS FINALS, NOVEMBER 1st.

TANSP offers the finest beds available with low prices!

Healthy Sunlans in just 7 sessions

SafEr thAn thE SuN

529-3715

300 E. MAIN (east of bank of Carbondale)

BRING IN THIS AD FOR A $3.00 INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL!

(1 limit per customer)

MURDALLE

TRUE VALUE

Safe & Lock

Department

For all your Security Needs!

Fully Equipped Shop

2 Keys for the Price of One

with this ad

(Amerton Only)

Service Code Free!

529-3466
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Lobbyist: Collective bargaining may mean more faculty input

By John Stewart
Staff Writer

Professors may be able to make some policy gains in Springfield, Charles Zucker, Illinois executive secretary of the American Association of University Professors, speculated.

But, educators will have to come down from their ivory towers and get involved in the issues, before anything is accomplished, Zucker said.

Zucker, who acts as an AAUP lobbyist in Springfield, provided an account of the events leading up to Gov. Thompson's signing of the two public collective bargaining bills Sept. 23. He said he called the Governor's office Sept. 16, to ask the Faculty Senate for a straw vote to see if the faculty governing board favors collective bargaining.

The Carbondale Federation of University Teachers, an affiliate of the AFL-CIO, has already begun a membership drive and expects to try to become the faculty agent along with AAUP, according to Lawrence Dennis, CFUT vice president.

On Nov. 1 CFUT and AAUP are co-sponsoring a collective bargaining informational meeting, featuring AAUP speakers. Dennis said another co-sponsored meeting is being planned for February, and will feature CFUT speakers.

MEET YOUR PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL CONSULTANTS & AIRLINE REPRESENTATIVES

- Ozark - TWA - Air Illinois - Biltmore United Delta

Register for FREE
LAS VEGAS TRIP (must be 21 yrs. old)
Sponsored by BORGSMILLER TRAVELS

Student Center-Ballroom A
Oct. 12, 13, 17, 19, 24, 25, 28
8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Refreshments will be served.

Borgsmiller Travels
21 North 11th Street, Murphysboro
CALL COLLECT (618) 684-5500

Lunch Special
Hot Dogs 35c
(Vienna All Beef)
10 am to 2 pm
OPEN 10 A.M.

We've moved....
next to Campus McDonald's.
815 S. Illinois, Carbondale
457-2223
Today’s puzzle

Puzzle answers are on Page 9.

Board candidates to meet at school

A meeting of candidates for District 160 school board will be held at 8:36 a.m. Tuesday at the Learning Resource Center at the Central High School Campus.

The meeting is sponsored by the honors American government class of Central High School.

Candidates will have five minutes to state their reason for running. A question and answer period will follow the candidates’ statements.

The Carbonale League of Women Voters is also sponsoring two candidate forums. Candidates for the high school board will meet at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at Winkler School. Candidates for grade school board district 95 will meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at Winkler.

Modeling troupe to perform at mall

The “Big Apple Meragizers,” an international beauty and fashion theatrical modeling troupe will perform in eight stage shows on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 5 and 6, as part of the University Mall’s 9th anniversary celebration.

‘Mind sport’ recruits players

Put on your thinking caps and dust off your dictionary. The “Vanity Sport of the Mind” is coming to SIU-C once again.

The annual College Bowl competition will begin Nov. 2 with teams of four competing in 15-minute sessions answering “questions ranging from algebra to political science,” according to Beth Franck, assistant coordinator for the University Programming Office.

Franck said teams may consist of any full-time SIU-C undergraduates or graduates. However, only two graduate students are allowed per team.

The double-elimination preliminary competition will run Nov. 2 and 3, she said, with the top teams competing in the final competition Nov. 9 and 10.

Prizes for the College Bowl are $150 for each member of the winning team, and $100 for each member of the second place team.

Franck said the “top-ranked” individuals from the entire competition will be picked to compose an “all-star” team to compete in the Regional College Bowl Competition to be held in February at Purdue University.

Teams wishing to compete in the bowl must complete an application and pay a $10 per team entry fee. Franck said Applications are available in the Student Programming Office and must be turned in by Oct. 31.

A QUICK COURSE IN “NEWTRITION” WORKSHOP

LEARN HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR NUTRITION WHILE ENJOYING HEALTHY FOODS.

WED. OCT. 26, 7-9PM OHIO ROOM STUDENT CENTER

FREE HEALTHY SNACKS!

STOP SMOKING GROUP

THE EFFECTIVE PROGRAM LENDS STRUCTURE, SUPPORT, AND MOTIVATION TO YOUR EFFORT TO BREAK THE HABIT.

UP IN SMOKE!

STARS & STRIPES, THURS. NOV. 3 7-9PM, FOR 3 WEEKS.

REGISTER BY OCT. 27.

STARTS THURS. OCT. 27, 3-5PM FOR 5 WEEKS.

CALL 535-4441 TO REGISTER.
CARBOY
CARBOY
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$99.99
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RANKINGS from Page 16

BUTLER EARNED one of his Player of the Week awards last year with a 30-tackle game against Indiana State. Last year Butler was an All-MVC first team selection.

Butler, second on the squad in tackles with 97, became the sixth Saluki this season to win Player of the Week honors. Five Saluki defenders have won the honor.

The stunning first half display against Indiana State that helped vault the Salukis to the No. 1 ranking included SIU-C scoring on its first five possessions. Four touchdowns and a field goal gave the Salukis a 31-0 lead with 11:35 left to play in the first half.

Dempsey said that the Salukis played a great first half.

"Against as good of an opponent as Indiana State is," Dempsey said, "it was one of the best first halves we've played. Except for a couple of mistakes here and there, it was a good first half. We had a great first half against Northern Iowa, but Indiana State is a better football team."

Indiana State quarterback Jeff Miller, though, rallied his team with a late first half touchdown that took some of the wind out of the Salukis. Indiana State came back and scored two touchdowns in the third quarter and seemed to be on the verge of overcoming its early deficit.

ONE OF THE keys, though, to the Salukis' undefeated season so far has been the fourth quarter. SIU-C has outscored its opponents 69-6 in the fourth quarter, with Drake scoring the lone touchdown against the Salukis in the final period. Against Indiana State, the last quarter was no different from previous Saluki games. SIU-C gave up just six offensive yards in the last stanza. The closest Indiana State came to scoring in the fourth quarter was when defensive end Dan Wetzel sacked Miller for a 7-yard loss on a fourth-and-six play from the SIU-C 26-yard line.

"We've had good fourth-quarter play all year," Dempsey said. "I felt that we got better on offense as the game went along. We feel we are in real good condition late in the game."

The kids believe that the fourth quarter is ours. We have faith in ourselves that we'll do well in that quarter.

Not only do the players have faith in the team, but so does Mayor Helen Westberg. After the rankings came out Monday, Westberg declared Oct. 31-30 as "Support the No. 1 Salukis Week."

WESTBERG SAID she urges everyone to attend Saturday's game against New Mexico State in an effort to aid the team in gaining its ninth win and helping it to host the first round in the playoffs.

Dempsey said he is happy for the student body because it has seen the fans at the game because they can have an effect on the game. Dempsey said.

This week, though, as it has been all year, Dempsey said that he and his assistants' main job is to keep the Salukis from losing.
Fielders drop three, win one on East Coast

By Steve Kaslos Student Writer

The SIU-C field hockey team dropped below .500 for the first time in two years after posting a 1-3 record on its East Coast trip.

The Salukis, who slumped to 8-9-3 overall, were a 3-4 victor over Wake Forest for its lone win in the series.

They suffered consecutive losses to 16th-ranked North Carolina, 34, Virginia, 50, and 18th-ranked Maryland, 2-1, before evens the 3-1-1 tie against Virginia Commonwealth, which lasted through two overtimes.

The Salukis haven't been able to get over the hump, struggling to win a 1-2 start, before regrouping to finish 12-10-2 overall.

Team captain and starting sweeper Dave Well felt the Salukis played better than the 1-3 record showed.

"I think we played well against good competition," she said. "I think we played well against strong competition.

Four of the five losses the Salukis faced sported winning records with the exception being Virginia Commonwealth, which lasted through two overtimes.

Weil said the team regrouped after a disapposing 1-4 loss to Western Illinois, which preceded the East Coast trip, and resolve the deduct from the trip," she added.

Dwyer from Page 16

Being a lefty hitter, he started with eight home runs and an average of .315. Kuiper finished that year with seven. Dwyer was due to fact that Itchy Jones taught as how to play fundamentalist.

"Itchy taught as how to play ball and how to keep our heads up," Dwyer said. "He's a great coach, a good teacher, your basic fundamentalist." Jones had a few nice words to say about Dwyer, too.

"He's a fine gentleman," Jones said. "He always had control of what he was doing on the ball field."
We're No. 1!

Salukis jump to top notch in NCAA rankings

By Jim Lesa
Staff Writer

It's official. The Salukis are the No. 1 team in the NCAA I-AA football polls.

What started out as a dream at the beginning of the football season had become reality for the Saluki squad. A 34-21 victory over Indiana State, coupled with former No. 1 Eastern Kentucky's 10-10 tie with Western Kentucky, thrust the Salukis into the top spot in the rankings for the first time in history.

In 1980, garnered three of the four first place votes awarded in the poll, while No. 2 Holy Cross, 7-0, snared the remaining first place vote. Eastern Kentucky, 6-1, fell to No. 3.

Saluki Coach Rey Dempsey's attitude is, "You better believe this is a good feeling." Dempsey mentioned being the No. 1 team in the hitting department with a .413 average, 83 hits, 18 doubles, a .550 slugging percentage, and 24 home runs. Dempsey said that his team will be able to keep the ranking by winning.

"They know what it takes," Dempsey said. "We have our doubts and we don't have three games left, we have to work cut for ourselves."

The pressure associated with the team atop the rankings will be a new to the Salukis, Dempsey said.

"To know on Saturday that we were going to be No. 1 is a good feeling," Dempsey said, "but the reality of it when it happens is a real great feeling."

When Dempsey broke the news to his team in the locker room at McAndrew Stadium, he said his team almost took the news in stride.

"They were really excited," Dempsey said. "They were happy and smiling. We handled ourselves in a mature way. The team really is feeling good right now."

THE PRESSURE associated with the team atop the rankings will be new to the Salukis, Dempsey said.

"Whether you want to say it out loud or not," Dempsey said, "the pressure is there. It will be with us. Before we won six games, the pressure was on to win seven. When we won seven, the pressure was on to win eight."

"Even though the pressure of being the No. 1 I-AA team will be new to the Salukis, Dempsey said that his team will be able to keep the ranking by winning."

"They know what it takes," Dempsey said. "We told them that we don't have three games left, we have three tough games left and we have to work cut for ourselves."

Another honor, this one from the Missouri Valley Conference, was bestowed on senior linebacker Greenville Butler as the MVC Defensive Player of the Week last season. Butler, a 5-foot-11, 213-pound two-time MVC Defensive Player of the Week last season, earned the laurels with 13 unassisted tackles, two assisted tackles and one quarterback sack against Indiana State.

See RANKINGS, Page 14

Former Saluki helps Orioles claim Series

By George Tappas
Staff Writer

In 1971, Jim Dwyer helped the Salukis achieve a 43-9 record and a trip to the College World Series, rate. Dwyer helped the Baltimore Orioles win the World Series Championship.

Saluki baseball Coach Roy Jones put it frankly. "I think Jim Dwyer was one of the outstanding baseball players we ever had."

This statement would be hard to doubt. Playing baseball for the Salukis from 1969-71, Dwyer batted an amazing .401. In 1971, Dwyer led the team in almost every hitting department with a .413 average, 83 hits, 18 doubles, a .550 slugging percentage, and 24 home runs. In 1971, Dwyer led the team in almost every hitting department with a .413 average, 83 hits, 18 doubles, a .550 slugging percentage, and 24 home runs.

In the Series against the Philadelphia Phillies, Dwyer was three for eight, a .375 clip with one homer and an RBI. The home run was put into the World Series. George Vuckovich, an outfielder now with the Cleveland Indians, was with the 1980 Philadelphia Phillies, but did not play in the Series.

"I never thought about playing in a World Series when I was in Carbondale," Dwyer said. "You just have to be on the right team at the right time."

Dwyer has had the chance to play in the both the American and the National leagues. He says he prefers the American League, though.

"The American League is better because of the designated hitter rule," Dwyer said. "It makes it more of a hitters' game."

Dwyer was drafted by the St. Louis Cardinals in the 12th round of the amateur free agent draft and has played nine years in the major leagues. He has a lifetime batting average of .257, playing for the Boston Red Sox, Cleveland Indians, St. Louis Cardinals twice, Chicago Cubs, San Francisco Giants, Montreal Expos, New York Mets and the team he said he never forget, the 1973 Orioles. Dwyer signed with the Orioles as a free agent in December, 1980.

Dwyer, 35, played 100 games for the Orioles this season. See Dwyer, Page 15

NCAA I-AA Football Rankings

RANKINGS
POINTS
1. SIU-C (8-4) 79
2. Furman (5-1-1) 55
3. Eastern Ky. (5-0-1) 72
4. Northeast La. (6-1) 65
5. Texas St. (5-2) 63
6. Jackson St. (7-1) 58
7. Western St. (6-1) 51
8. Furman (5-1-1) 55
9. Idaho (5-2) 41
10. Rice (6-1) 34
11. Tennessee (6-3) 34
12. Michigan St. (6-2) 21
13. Idaho (5-2) 21
14. Southern U. (6-1) 14
15. Idaho (5-2) 14
16. UCLA (4-1-2) 10
17. Tenn. Chattanooga (5-2) 10
18. Idaho (5-2) 10
19. Tennessee (6-3) 10
20. Indiana St. (5-3) 6

Ranks are decided by a board of four NCAA officials, representing four geographic regions. After pooling information obtained from various panels, the officials award votes for positions. A first-place vote is worth 20 points, while a 20th-place vote is worth one point.
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Jim Dwyer carries an umbrella that got away from a fan in the World Series opener in Baltimore.